JUST WALKIN’ IN THE RAIN

4/4 1234 1 (without intro)  -Johnny Bragg/Robert Riley

Intro: |       |

Just walkin’ in the rain, gettin’ soakin’ wet,

Torturin’ my heart by trying to forget

Just walkin’ in the rain, so alone and blue,

All because my heart still remembers you

People come to windows, they always stare at me

Shake their heads in sorrow, sayin’, “Who can that fool be?”

Just walkin’ in the rain, thinkin’ how we met,

Knowin’ things have changed, somehow I can’t forget
p.2. Just Walkin’ In the Rain

Instrumental: chords of 2nd verse

People come to windows, they always stare at me

Shake their heads in sorrow, sayin’, “Who can that fool be?”

Just walkin’ in the rain, thinkin’ how we met,

Knowin’ things have changed, somehow I can’t for-get
JUST WALKIN’ IN THE RAIN
4/4 1234 1 (without intro)  -Johnny Bragg/Robert Riley

Intro: | C Dbdim | G7 |

C C6 C    C C6 C
Just walkin’ in the rain,     gettin’ soakin’ wet,

G7    C Dbdim G7
Torturin’ my heart by trying to for-get

C C6 C    C C6 C
Just walkin’ in the rain,     so alone and blue,

G7    C C7
All because my heart still remembers you

F     C
People come to windows, they always stare at me

D7     G7    Dm G7
Shake their heads in sorrow, sayin’, “Who can that fool be?”

C C6 C    C C6 C
Just walkin’ in the rain,     thinkin’ how we met,

G7    C Ebdim G7
Knowin’ things have changed, somehow I can’t for-get

Instrumental: chords of 2nd verse

F     C
People come to windows, they always stare at me

D7     G7    A7
Shake their heads in sorrow, sayin’, “Who can that fool be?”

D D6 D    D D6 D
Just walkin’ in the rain,     thinkin’ how we met,

A7    D Gm6 D
Knowin’ things have changed, somehow I can’t for-get